
WEINRIEDER
Wines with power & character

DEAR FRIENDS OF 
GOOD WINES!

The winery WEINRIEDER from the austrian 
Weinviertel produces wines with power and 
character. These wines have great potential 
and compliment food in an outstanding way!

We wish you much pleasure with our wines.

LUKAS & FRIEDRICH RIEDER



HANDCRAFTED
CHARACTER 
DRINKING PLEASURE

These wines have great potential and 
compliment food in an outstanding 
way! You find WEINRIEDER in the 
worlds best restaurants.

The WEINRIEDER estate is situated in the 
centre of the Weinviertel region, the 

largest and most interesting wine growing 
area in Austria. Its situation on prime 

south- and south-west-facing hillsides  
and the loam soil ideally suited for  

wine growing for high quality wines. 
The predominately loess and loam soils 

impart minerality to compliment the 
characteristic “pepper” spiciness.  

All Wines are VEGAN FRIENDLY!

DINING COMPANION 

WWW.WEINRIEDER.AT

TERROIR 

100 %

All WEINRIEDER wines are 
harvested 100 % by hand to 
guarantee the best quality.  
Early and consistent work in the 
vineyards, including an extremely 
rigorous green harvest 
guarantees highest quality. 

HANDCRAFTED

The international press 
counts the winery 

WEINRIEDER to the best 
of Austria! 

AWARDS

With WEINRIEDER wines 
you will have maximum 
drinking pleasure. The  
wines are of a breathtaking 
intensity: an unbelievable 
fruitiness paired with a racy, 
almost electric acid are 
characteristics of his style. 

DRINKING PLEASURE 

All WEINRIEDER wines  
have great potential! 

POTENTIAL 

Since 1979 WEINRIEDER 
produces highest qualities, 

from year to year. This is 
valued all over the world and 

so you can find WEINRIEDER 
wines nowadays in over  
30 different countries. 

CONTINUITY 



WEINRIEDER
All over the world

... at the same time, the Weinrieder shocked me with fruity and

noble sweet Rieslings that can be, and still are of world class quality.

STEPHAN REINHARDT 
Robert Parkers The Wine Advocate

WIEN – HAMBURG – OSLO – TORONTO – MOSKAU – SAN FRANCISCO  
NEW YORK – TOKIO – PARIS – LONDON – STOCKHOLM – SHANGHAI – HONG KONG – SIDNEY 

WINE OF THE YEAR – GAULT MILLAU 2016
DECANTER 90 / 92 / 95 / 95 Points

Robert Parkers Wine Advocate 90 / 91 / 91 / 92 / 93 / 93 / 94 / 95 Points
Hong Kong International Wine Challenge “Best of Show”

A la Carte 95 Points & VINARIA 2 x first place
Hilton Head Wine Festival (USA) Gold & Double Gold

Asia Wine and Spirits Awards Gold Medal
Wine Spectator (USA) – 92 / 92 Points

Gambero Rosso (I) – 90 / 93 Points
Decanter (GB) – 3 Stars, Wine Enthusiast (USA) – 90 / 90 / 91 / 92 / 93 / 93 / 95 Points

Awards



HESTON BLUMENTHAL 
The Fat Duck (London)
3 Stars – Guide Micheline

WOLGANG PUCK
Spago  
Beverly Hills (USA)

DIETER MÜLLER 
formerly Schloss Lerbach (D)

3 Stars – Guide Micheline

KARL & RUDI OBAUER 
Restaurant Obauer, Werfen (A)  

4 Hauben

WEINRIEDER
Served in the best restaurants



... you deserve to 
be represented  
here in this top  
class restaurant ...

MASTERSOMMELIER ISA BAL  
from the Restaurant  
“The Fat Duck”, London

The world best sommeliers under  

the direction of master of wine and 

sommelierchampion Gerard Basset (GB) 

have awarded the winery WEINRIEDER 

for the best winecollection at the 

international sommelier challenge  

in shanghai.

GERARD BASSET 
Master of Wine, Mastersommelier and 
Sommelier world champion

... an impressive  
portfolio!

HERMANN LANKMAIER
Falstaff Sommelier  
of the Year 2013



WEINRIEDER
The winner of Awards

GAULT MILLAU  
WINE OF THE YEAR 

Gault Millau has tasted more than a thousand wines of Austria’s 
best winemakers in recent months. In addition to the best 

collection the 2013 EISWEIN RIESLING SCHNEIDERBERG from 
the winery WEINRIEDER was awarded as magazine WINE OF  

THE YEAR 2016 from the magazine GAULTMILLAU with the 
maximum of 20 / 20 points. 

INGENIOUS PARKER POINTS  
IN WINE ADVOCATE 

For the first time the portfolio was tasted from Robert Parker’s 
Wine Advocate. The winery WEINRIEDER has been awarded  
with a series of dreams: 90 / 91 / 91 / 92 / 93 / 93 / 94 / 95 points 

HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL  
WINE CHALLENGE 
After the surprising success at the Hong Kong International  
Wine Challenge 2011 and 2013 the winery WEINRIEDER was 
awarded for the third time in a row as “Best Wine of the Show”  
at the Hong Kong Kong International Wine Challenge.

DECANTER  
WITH HIGH RATINGS  
FOR WEINRIEDER 
After Robert Parker (90 / 91 / 91 / 92 / 93 / 93 / 94 / 95 Points) 
DECANTER magazine recently awarded our wines at the  
WORLD WINE AWARDS with some nice ratings:  
90 / 92 / 95 / 95 points

WWW.WEINRIEDER.AT
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at home in   
Michelin-starred 

 restaurants across the globe

The Weinrieder estate



2 VINUM UNIQUE WINERIES

at home in 
 Michelin-starred 
restaurants 
across the globe

The Weinrieder estate

There is a reason why in early Septem-
ber for the past 15 years, wine fans from 
many countries have headed to the re-

mote 500-strong wine village of Kleinhaders-
dorf in the northeastern wine region of Austria 
(just a few kilometres from the Czech border): it 
is home to ‘Weinrieder Extrem’, a local winema-
ker who invites visitors to taste several dozen 
dry and sweet wines that are worthy of the title 
‘extreme’ – just like the man who created them. 
His name is Fritz Rieder, a simpler version of 
the estate’s ‘Weinrieder’ name. He is even more 
extreme than his various white wines, some of 
which are utterly ingenious. These are rarely 
offered up young – instead, they spend some 
time maturing in bottle, and then have a long 
life ahead of them thanks to the potential they 
possess.

It all began with a crash. When grandfather 
Franz was laid off from working at a bank in 
1928, he decided to become a winemaker. This 
was in a region that generally produced simple, 
often sour wine that was mostly only used as a 
base for sparkling wines. 1979 was the first vin-
tage under the guidance of his grandson, who 
realised that the area was well suited to produ-
cing sweet wines. Most importantly, the late au-
tumn was always cold enough to make an ice 
wine. His 1980 Müller-Thurgau made from fro-
zen grapes was awarded a then unheard-of 21 
out of 20 by an Austrian magazine. This spur-
red him on. However, the dry wines were an-
gular and rough due to a lack of suitable wi-
nery equipment and techniques. As he learned 
more and more, old barrels and wine presses 

The Weinrieder estate
Untere Ortsstr. 44
A-2170 Kleinhadersdorf (Poysdorf)
Tel. +43 (0)2552 22 41
office@weinrieder.at
www.weinrieder.at

Founded 1928
Owners Rieder family
Oenologist Lukas Rieder
Vineyard area 20 hectares

that wore out the grapes were replaced, impro-
ving quality levels in various areas. Selection 
work among the vines (which have been ma-
naged in an environmentally sustainable way 
for years) has also left its mark, as does a pe-
riod of maceration and a longer period spend 
on fine lees. 

And because Fritz is a natural when it comes 
to marketing, one day he chose to call his wine 
estate ‘Weinrieder’. ‘Rieder is a very common 
name in the area’, he explains. ‘I wanted to set 
myself apart.’ One consequence of this is that 
many customers refer to him as ‘Mr Weinrie-
der’. The winery name was made a registered 
trademark a long time ago, ensuring that ‘Wein-
rieder’ remains unique and unrivalled on the 
market. The winery took another major step 

forward when the owner’s youngest son Lukas 
(born 1989) completed an extended internship 
with star German winemaker Klaus Peter Kel-
ler in Rheinhessen in 2008, after training with 
Leo Alzinger in Wachau. ‘This has benefited all 
of us, including me, to a crazy degree’, his father 
delightedly confirms. He is proud that his esta-
te features on the wine lists of numerous inter-
national Michelin-starred restaurants in some 
30 countries – thanks also to his second son 
Bernhard (born 1986), who has spent long pe-
riods of time touring the world to present their 
wines. And back at home, since 1985 Melanie 
Rieder has been ensuring that the customers 
who come to Kleinhadersdorf are well looked 
after and not overly bombarded with words 
from the ever affable Fritz...
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Three top wines
2017 Grüner Veltliner Alte Reben
If a Weinrieder label states ‘Alte Reben’ 
(‘old vines’), then these are generally 
around 60 years old – offering low 
yields but plenty of quality. This wine 
offers up subtle herb aromas, then 
delicate spice on the palate, and is 
smooth and flattering yet still 
well-structured with a good profile.

2015 Riesling Reserve
Fritz Rieder is a fan of mature wines 
that positively spring forth on the nose 
with delicate apricot, grapefruit and 
orange aromas. On the palate the wine 

offers a wealth of variety with ripe, 
vibrant acidity, punchy yet playful. It 
has exceptional potential for laying 
down.

2011 Riesling Eiswein Ried
Schneiderberg
A golden colour in the glass heralds a 
perfect ice wine from a prime location. 
Delicate citrus fruit and fine minerality, 
lively and complex with real nerve. It is 
a pity that climate change will mean 
that wines like this become a rarity in 
the future. The alternative is harvesting 
unfrosted grapes in February or March.

‘An internship with a top 
German winemaker 
 offered a decisive boost.’ 
Fritz Rieder

Lukas Rieder

Bernhard Rieder

UNIQUE WINERIES OF THE WORLD  



The Weinrieder estate
Untere Ortsstr. 44

A-2170 Kleinhadersdorf (Poysdorf)
Tel. +43 (0)2552 22 41
office@weinrieder.at
www.weinrieder.at


